Late Pleistocene and Holocene Paleoearthquake Activity of the Olinghouse Fault Zone, Nevada

by Richard W. Briggs and Steven G. Wesnousky

Abstract Paleoseismic trenching and fault surface trace mapping indicate that the Olinghouse fault zone, a northeast trending, left-lateral strike-slip fault located in the northern Walker Lane, Nevada, has been the source of multiple latest Pleistocene and Holocene surface-rupturing earthquakes. A trench exposure near the eastern end of the fault records two, and possibly three, earthquakes after 3360 ± 190 cal. yr B.P. and two trenches at the western end of the fault contain evidence for two earthquakes after 19,800 ± 630 cal. yr B.P., with the most recent earthquake occurring after 1935 ± 70 cal. yr B.P. The apparent higher frequency of recent earthquakes at the eastern end of the fault may reflect triggered slip on the Olinghouse fault zone due to earthquakes on the conjugate northwest-trending, right-lateral Pyramid Lake fault. Repeated late Pleistocene and Holocene earthquakes on the Olinghouse fault zone demonstrate that northwest-directed, right-lateral shear of the northern Walker Lane is accommodated in part by northeast-trending left-lateral faults.

Introduction

Geodetic data indicate that up to 25% of relative Pacific-North America plate motion occurs east of the Sierra Nevada (Minster and Jordan, 1987; Ward, 1990), with most of this deformation accommodated on faults of the western Basin and Range and the Walker Lane (Fig. 1) (Dokka and Travis, 1990; Savage et al., 1990; Thatcher et al., 1999; Bennett et al., 2003; Hammond and Thatcher, 2004). The Walker Lane is a zone of northwest-directed, right-lateral shear east of the Sierra Nevada and subparallel to the San Andreas fault zone (Fig. 1a) (Stewart, 1988; Pezzopane and Weldon, 1993). Recent Global Positioning System (GPS) geodetic measurements show that 6 ± 2 mm/yr of northwest-directed, right-lateral shear, or 10–15% of relative Pacific-North America plate motion, occurs across the northern Walker Lane (Fig. 1b) (Thatcher et al., 1999; Dixon et al., 2000; Svarc et al., 2002; Hammond and Thatcher, 2004). The Olinghouse fault zone is an active, northeast-trending left-lateral strike-slip fault located within the northern Walker Lane (Fig. 1) (Bonham, 1969; Sanders and Slemmons, 1979, 1996; Stewart, 1988; Yount et al., 1993; Robyn, 1994). Previous studies (Sanders and Slemmons, 1979, 1996) have suggested that the Olinghouse fault is among the most active faults in a complex assemblage of northeast-trending left-lateral strike-slip faults, north-trending normal faults, and northwest-trending right-lateral strike-slip faults that accommodate shear across the northern Walker Lane (Fig. 1b). Here we build on these previous studies and report mapping and paleoseismic trench observations bearing on the style of faulting and timing of paleoearthquakes on the Olinghouse fault.

We then use our observations to discuss the role of the Olinghouse fault in accommodating shear of the northern Walker Lane.

Fault Location, Geometry, and General Neotectonic Features

The active trace of the Olinghouse fault zone extends 25 km from near Tracy to Dodge Flat, where it intersects the right-lateral, northwest-trending Pyramid Lake fault zone (Fig. 2). The Olinghouse fault zone is gently arcuate and changes strike from ~N60°E near Tracy to ~N30°E at Dodge Flat (Fig. 2). Figure 3, a neotectonic strip map along the fault, shows three geologically distinct sections (eastern, central, and western) and highlights the geomorphic features that record Quaternary faulting in each section. These sections are briefly discussed in turn subsequently.

Along the eastern section of the Olinghouse fault and near its intersection with the Pyramid Lake fault, recent surface-rupturing earthquakes are preserved as scarps that offset post-Lahontan (~15.5 ka; Adams and Wesnousky, 1999) alluvium (Fig. 3). Strike-slip motion along the eastern portion of the fault is recorded by left-lateral offset of a channel bank, left-lateral channel deflection at a shutter ridge, and en echelon fault scarps (Fig. 3). Progressively greater vertical offset of successively older surfaces (Fig. 4) reflects repeated earthquakes.

The central portion of the fault is characterized by a discontinuous zone of faulting that displaces Tertiary vol-
canic bedrock of the Pah Rah Range (Bonham, 1969; Greene et al., 1991; Garside et al., 2000) and forms a broad trough in the range front (Fig. 3). Distributed fault traces in bedrock tend to cut across topography in the central section and scarps in young alluvium are uncommon. A large paleolandslide that may have been triggered by coseismic shaking is aligned along the fault in this section (Fig. 3).

The western section (Fig. 3) is marked by fairly continuous scarps in alluvium and prominent bedrock/colluvium fault contacts that form a series of grabens and rhombohedral depressions. Figure 5 shows a vertical, low-sun-angle aerial photo and accompanying topographic map of an offset debris flow levee, offset channel thalwegs, and a small push-up in a contractional right step that record left-lateral slip along this section. The debris flow levee is composed of cobbles and boulders of vesicular basalt and is offset sharply...
along an uphill-facing scarp (Fig. 5b). The well-defined crest and western edge of the debris flow levee are offset 3.0 ± 0.6 m left-laterally and 0.5 ± 0.1 m vertically. Two channel thalwegs adjacent to the offset debris flow levee (labeled 1 and 2 in Fig. 5b) also are offset left-laterally. The smaller of these offsets (channel 1; Fig. 5b) is 2.75 ± 0.75 m, and the similarity between this value and the 3.0 ± 0.6 m offset of the debris flow levee suggests that the most recent coseismic displacement along this section of the fault was ~2.75–3.0 m. Channel 2 (Fig. 5b) is apparently offset 10 ± 2 m left-laterally. If the apparent offset of channel 2 is due to fault displacement and not deflection along the uphill-facing scarp, then channel 2 records multiple left-lateral surface ruptures.

At the far western extent of the mapped active trace the fault forms discontinuous scarps in alluvium, with recent strike-slip motion preserved as uphill-facing scarps formed in Lahontan erosional surfaces and post-Lahontan alluvium (<15.5 ka; Figs. 3 and 6). We did not observe fault scarps in young deposits along the projection of the mapped trace (Fig. 3) to the west, although we cannot rule out continuation of the active trace discontinuously in the bedrock (Bonham and Bell, 1993; Garside et al., 2000) or along a subparallel strand (Sanders and Slemmons, 1996).

Paleoearthquake Observations

Trench 1

We excavated trenches across the fault in three locations (Figs. 2 and 3) to investigate paleoearthquake recurrence of the Olinghouse fault. Trench 1 was emplaced across a well-defined, continuous, 0.6-m (vertical separation) east-facing scarp in young alluvium along the ~N35°E trending eastern section of the fault, 10 km west-northwest of Wadsworth (Fig. 4). Sediment exposed in trench 1 comprises two primary facies, a fluvial channel facies and a debris flow facies (Fig. 7). The occurrence of these deposits is consistent with the medial fan location of the trench. Distinctive units are recognized on the basis of bounding unconformities and relative abundance of debris flow or channel gravel sediments. Mapped units are continuous across and displaced by the fault; their relative offsets aid identification of discrete faulting events.

Clear stratigraphic and structural evidence for multiple earthquakes is exposed in trench 1 (Fig. 7). We interpret two events, a penultimate and most recent event. Scarp-derived colluvium and muddy channel fill (unit C1) deposited after the penultimate event caps sheared material within fault strand FE (Fig. 7). Units below colluvial unit C1 are offset...
Figure 3. Strip map of the most recently active fault trace and associated features along Olinghouse fault zone.
vertically 70–90 cm. After the penultimate event, units 4 and C1 were partially stripped, then overlain by unit 5 that was subsequently faulted in the most recent event. Unit 5 is offset vertically 30 cm, 40–60 cm less than those faulted by previous events. Apparent thrusting of some of the uppermost units and facies mismatches across the deeper portions of the fault indicate primarily strike-slip motion. Although vertical displacements are observed across both fault strands FW and FE (Fig. 7), significant facies changes occur only across fault strand FE, suggesting that partitioning of normal (on fault strand FW) and strike-slip motion (on fault strand FE) occurs between fault strands. Throughout the exposure, fault strands extend nearly to the surface where they are capped by a thin vesicular silt (Av soil horizon) cap. The total apparent normal component of displacement of mapped units in the trench (70–90 cm) is slightly larger than the vertical separation seen at the ground surface (60 cm), reflecting strike-slip displacement.

A third earthquake may be recorded by the apparent thickening of unit 4 across the eastern fault strand FE (Fig. 7). The change in thickness of unit 4 suggests deposition across a pre-existing fault scarp and implies displacement on fault strand FE that postdates unit 3 and predates unit 4 (Fig. 7). Although we recognize this possibility, several observations are inconsistent with this interpretation. First, the thickness changes of unit 4 across fault strand FE are probably due to erosion during emplacement of overlying unit 5, rather than deposition of unit 4 against a pre-existing scarp. Second, the offset of the base of unit 4 (70 cm) is somewhat smaller than the offsets of units 2 and 3 (85–90 cm), but because the fault is predominantly strike slip with coseismic lateral offsets that may be ~3 m (Fig. 5) and bedding attitudes are not strictly horizontal, differential vertical offsets alone are not diagnostic of individual earthquakes. Finally, we do not observe scarp-derived colluvium associated with this hypothesized oldest event. Taken together, the observations suggest that a third earthquake preserved in trench 1 is possible but unlikely.

Age control for paleoearthquakes observed in trench 1 is provided by tephra correlation and radiocarbon dating of detrital charcoal (Fig. 7; Table 1). The Mount Mazama tephra (7627 ± 150 cal. yr B.P.; Zdanowicz et al., 1999) is present in clean pods and lightly reworked 5-cm layers in unit 2 along much of the length of the trench (Fig. 7), including within the fault zone. The maximum age of the faulted deposits of unit 3 is 3360 ± 190 cal. yr B.P., determined from accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) 14C dating of detrital charcoal (sample Oling C-1, Fig. 7; 14C calibrations from...
Figure 5. (A) Low-sun-angle vertical airphoto showing fault trace (between white arrows) and geomorphic features offset left laterally. See Figure 3 for location. (B) Topographic map of left-laterally offset debris flow levee (shaded area) and channel thalwegs (dashed lines).

Stuiver and Reimer [1993]) obtained from the muddy, non-bioturbated matrix of a debris flow layer. Thus, the exposure records two, and possibly three events since $3360 \pm 190$ cal. yr B.P. and there is no evidence of faulting events between $\sim 3360$ (sample Oling C-1; Fig. 7, Table 1) and at least $\sim 7600$ cal. yr B.P. (Mazama tephra; Fig. 7). Two samples of detrital charcoal obtained from colluvium deposited in a depression along the scarp after the penultimate event (unit C1) show that the colluvium contains reworked material that is both older (sample Oling C-4; $4140 \pm 170$ cal. yr B.P.; Fig. 7, Table 1) and younger (sample Oling C-2; $2980 \pm 190$ cal. yr B.P.; Fig. 7, Table 1) than sample C-1 (Fig. 7). It is not known if the youngest charcoal incorporated in colluvial unit C1, sample Oling C-2 (Fig. 7), was introduced into the colluvium after the penultimate earthquake or is reworked from unit 4; thus this date does not provide a clear bound on the recency of the penultimate earthquake or the maximum age of the penultimate earthquake. However, sample Oling C-2 does limit the most recent earthquake to after $2980 \pm 190$ cal. yr B.P. No datable material was found in colluvial unit C2 or the vesicular silt cap unit Av, so the minimum age of the most recent earthquake cannot be determined. Because the only unfaulted deposits are unit 5c and the Av soil horizon, it is probably relatively young (Fig. 7).

Trench 2

Trench 2 (Figs. 3 and 8) was excavated across a small scarp (0.4 m) formed in an intermittent stream channel along the western section of the fault near Tracy. This location was chosen so that young deposits offset during the most recent earthquake could be investigated along the western end of the fault. Trench 2 exposed thick packages of poorly sorted
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Figure 6. (A) Low-sun-angle vertical airphoto showing location of trench 3. See Figure 3 for location. (B) Map of airphoto area. Fault is heavy black line, ball on downdropped side. Qa, active alluvium; Q3–Q1, progressively older alluvium; Qe + Q1, undifferentiated eolian and lacustrine deposits; Qd, debris flow; Br, bedrock; Lahontan highstand (~1337 m) shown by dotted black line; Lahontan erosional shorelines shown by black dashed lines; white dotted line is road.

The deposits exposed in trench 3 (Fig. 10) are debris flow deposits with occasional interbedded channel gravels (units 1 and 3), fluvial gravels (unit 2), and colluvial packages (C1–C3).

Stratigraphic and structural evidence for three earthquakes is preserved in trench 3 (Fig. 10). Two well-defined fault strands (FN and FS, Fig. 10) displace and deform the exposed deposits and are identified on the basis of truncation and juxtaposition of dissimilar depositional units across the fault, clast alignment, and shear fabric, and the incorporation and deformation of alluvium and fissure fill within the fault zone. The oldest earthquake is associated with offset of units 1 and 2 by fault strand FS and subsequent deposition of scarp-derived colluvium C1 on unit 2. The penultimate earthquake is recorded by faulting of colluvial package C1 and deposition of scarp-derived colluvium C2 on top of C1. The most recent earthquake is recorded by offset of C2 and unit 3 by fault strand FS and faulting of unit 3 and deposition of possible colluvial package C3 by fault FN. The most recent earthquake had less vertical offset than the previous two earthquakes, and in an opposite sense (north side down; Fig. 10); such variations are common on strike-slip faults. Fault strand FN juxtaposes dissimilar facies of unit 1 against one another, and unit 2 is entirely absent north of strand FN, implying significant horizontal displacement and possible stripping before deposition of debris flow unit 3.

Age control for paleoearthquakes preserved in trench 3 is provided by radiocarbon ages obtained from the upper 5 cm of buried paleosols preserved on colluvial deposits C1 and C2 (Fig. 10). Apparent mean residence time (AMRT) radiocarbon ages of humic acids extracted from bulk samples approximate the maximum age of the paleosols at the exposure reflects lateral offset of packages with nonhorizontal contacts, a relationship consistent with strike-slip faulting. A small colluvial wedge (unit C; Fig. 9) is derived from the surface scarp. Detrital charcoal was collected from unit 3 in trench 2 (sample Tracy-C1; Fig. 9, Table 1). The radiocarbon age of the detrital charcoal, 1935 ± 70 cal. yr B.P., represents the maximum age of unit 3 and is thus the maximum age of the earthquake preserved in the trench 2 exposure.

Trench 3

Trench 3 (Figs. 3 and 6) was emplaced across a 0.15- to 0.2-m (vertical separation) uphill-facing scarp formed on an alluvial fan in the western section of the fault zone near Tracy (Fig. 2). Recessional shorelines preserved in the surface of the alluvial fan are faulted (Fig. 6), indicating that the scarp-forming earthquake postdates desiccation of Lake Lahontan (~15.5 ka). The location of trench 3 takes advantage of the clear relationship between Lake Lahontan shoreline features and surface faulting here; however, the proximity of the site to the end of the mapped fault trace raises the possibility that the trenched deposits do not fully record surface-rupturing earthquakes along this section of the fault. The deposits exposed in trench 3 (Fig. 10) are debris flow deposits with occasional interbedded channel gravels (units 1 and 3), fluvial gravels (unit 2), and colluvial packages (C1–C3).

Stratigraphic and structural evidence for three earthquakes is preserved in trench 3 (Fig. 10). Two well-defined fault strands (FN and FS, Fig. 10) displace and deform the exposed deposits and are identified on the basis of truncation and juxtaposition of dissimilar depositional units across the fault, clast alignment, and shear fabric, and the incorporation and deformation of alluvium and fissure fill within the fault zone. The oldest earthquake is associated with offset of units 1 and 2 by fault strand FS and subsequent deposition of scarp-derived colluvium C1 on unit 2. The penultimate earthquake is recorded by faulting of colluvial package C1 and deposition of scarp-derived colluvium C2 on top of C1. The most recent earthquake is recorded by offset of C2 and unit 3 by fault strand FS and faulting of unit 3 and deposition of possible colluvial package C3 by fault FN. The most recent earthquake had less vertical offset than the previous two earthquakes, and in an opposite sense (north side down; Fig. 10); such variations are common on strike-slip faults. Fault strand FN juxtaposes dissimilar facies of unit 1 against one another, and unit 2 is entirely absent north of strand FN, implying significant horizontal displacement and possible stripping before deposition of debris flow unit 3.

Age control for paleoearthquakes preserved in trench 3 is provided by radiocarbon ages obtained from the upper 5 cm of buried paleosols preserved on colluvial deposits C1 and C2 (Fig. 10). Apparent mean residence time (AMRT) radiocarbon ages of humic acids extracted from bulk samples approximate the maximum age of the paleosols at the.
time of burial (Matthews, 1980; Machette et al., 1992; Birksland, 1999; Anderson et al., 2002). The dated soils formed on scarp-related colluvium and were buried after subsequent earthquakes, and therefore the AMRT radiocarbon soil ages provide broad constraints on earthquake timing. Sample Pat Soil-1 from the top of colluvial package C1 yielded an AMRT radiocarbon age of 19,800 ± 630 cal. yr B.P. and thus the earthquake that formed the scarp from which colluvial package C1 is derived (Fig. 10) took place before this time. Because colluvium C1 is buried directly by colluvial

Figure 7. Trench log, trench 1. See Figures 2, 3, and 4 for location.
package C2, we interpret the bulk soil date from colluvial package C1 (19,800 ± 630 cal. yr B.P.) as approximating the age of the penultimate earthquake. Bulk soil sample Pat Soil-2 is from the soil developed on colluvial package C2 and yields an AMRT radiocarbon age of 12,890 ± 240 cal. yr B.P. This age is inconsistent with ~15.5 ka Lake Lahontan erosional shoreline features formed on the trenched deposits (Fig. 10). The artificially young age may be due to growth and decay of young roots in the buried soil. The most recent earthquake offset colluvium C2 and the uppermost deposit unit 3, indicating that the most recent earthquake took place after ~15.5 cal. yr B.P., the age of the Lake Lahontan highstand.

### Discussion

Trench exposures along the Olinghouse fault zone record different Holocene and latest Pleistocene earthquake histories (Figs. 7, 9, and 10). Near the eastern end of the fault, trench 1 exposes evidence for two or three surface-rupturing earthquakes after 3360 ± 190 cal. yr B.P., with the most recent earthquake occurring sometime after 2980 ± 190 cal. yr B.P. (Fig. 7). There is no evidence in trench 1 for paleoearthquakes between ~3360 and 7600 cal. yr B.P., and soil relationships suggest that the most recent earthquake may be relatively young. At the western end of the fault in trench 3, the oldest recorded event occurred some unknown time before 19,800 ± 630 cal. yr B.P., the penultimate event occurred between 19,800 ± 630 cal. yr B.P. and ~15.5 cal. yr B.P., and the most recent earthquake occurred sometime after ~15.5 cal. yr B.P. (Fig. 10). Trench 2 (Fig. 9) further limits the recency of the most recent earthquake on the western section of the fault to after 1935 ± 70 cal. yr B.P.

An event timeline (Fig. 11) highlights the differences in earthquake timing between the eastern and western ends of the fault. Recent earthquakes appear to have occurred more frequently at the eastern end of the fault (trench 1; Fig. 7) than at the western end (trenches 2 and 3; Figs. 9 and 10). The more frequent occurrence of recent earthquakes occurs near where the Olinghouse fault zone intersects the Pyramid Lake fault zone (Fig. 2), leading us to suggest that the cluster of recent earthquakes at the eastern end of the Olinghouse fault zone reflects interaction with the conjugate Pyramid Lake fault. The northwest-striking, right-lateral strike-slip Pyramid Lake fault zone has been the location of at least four earthquakes since ~15.5 ka (Anderson and Hawkins, 1984; Briggs and Wesnousky, 2004) (Fig. 9). Triggered slip on conjugate strike-slip faults has been documented for several historical North American interior earthquakes, including the 1987 Superstition Hills/Elmore Ranch (Magistrale et al., 1989; Hudnut et al., 1989; Sharp et al., 1989), the 1994 Double Springs Flat (Ichinose et al., 1998; Amelung and Bell, 2003), and the 1986 Chalfant Valley (Cockerham and Corbett, 1987; Smith and Priestly, 2000) events. Although the resolution of our paleoseismic data do not allow positive identification of a triggered earthquake, comparison of the composite paleoearthquake record for the Pyramid Lake fault zone (Briggs and Wesnousky, 2004) with the record obtained here for trenches 1–3 shows that one or more recent earthquake ruptures may have occurred close in time on both faults (Fig. 9). The possibility of triggered slip on the Olinghouse fault caused by earthquakes on neighboring faults was suggested by Cashman and Ellis (1994) as a possible cause for multiple slickenside orientations on a bedrock exposure at the west end of the Olinghouse fault.

Late Pleistocene and Holocene paleoearthquake recurrence appears to have been irregular on the Olinghouse fault zone (Fig. 11). Data from trench 1 near the eastern end of the fault (Fig. 7) indicate that the interval between the penultimate and most recent earthquakes was between ~380 and ~3400 years (Fig. 11). These values are much shorter than previous estimates for the Olinghouse fault zone. Sanders and Slemmons (1996) estimated two or three large earthquakes in the last 21 ka along the eastern portion of the Olinghouse fault zone on the basis of scarp degradation.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Lab No.</th>
<th>(^{14}C) age ± (\sigma)</th>
<th>Calendar Years Before Present (cal. yr B.P.; entire 2(\sigma) range)</th>
<th>Calendar Dates A.D./B.C. (Entire 2(\sigma) Range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oling C-1</td>
<td>77318(^\dagger)</td>
<td>3.170 ± 90</td>
<td>3,360 ± 280</td>
<td>BC 1,070 ± 530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oling C-2</td>
<td>81207(^\dagger)</td>
<td>2.880 ± 190</td>
<td>2,980 ± 490</td>
<td>BC 1,410 ± 275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oling C-4</td>
<td>77318(^\dagger)</td>
<td>3.760 ± 60</td>
<td>4,140 ± 210</td>
<td>BC 2,190 ± 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy C-1</td>
<td>109426(^\dagger)</td>
<td>1.990 ± 35</td>
<td>1,935 ± 70</td>
<td>6 ± 30 AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat-Soil 1</td>
<td>30503(^\dagger)</td>
<td>16,610 ± 70</td>
<td>19,800 ± 630</td>
<td>BC 17,860 ± 630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat-Soil 2</td>
<td>30504(^\dagger)</td>
<td>10,880 ± 50</td>
<td>12,890 ± 240</td>
<td>BC 10,940 ± 240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^\dagger\)Using Libby half-life of 5568 years; relative to A.D. 1950.

\(^\dagger\)Values are assumed according to \textit{Stuiver and Polach} (1977) when given without decimal places.


\(^\dagger\)Samples processed and AMS \(^{13}C\) measurement performed at Center for Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (CAMS) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

\(^\dagger\)Samples processed by Geochron Laboratories.
modeling and inferred an earthquake recurrence interval of 8 to 16 ka. When the records from trenches 2 and 3 at the western end of the fault are considered together, the interval between the penultimate and most recent earthquakes is between ~13,600 and ~17,900 years. This is an interval much longer than that observed in at the eastern end (Figs. 7 and 10) and thus we cannot assign a single average earthquake recurrence interval to the fault zone.

Fault trace map patterns and fault scarp morphology provide indirect evidence of differential behavior and possible fault segmentation between the eastern and western ends of the Olinghouse fault zone, in agreement with trench observations. In general, fault scarps formed in alluvium at the eastern end of the fault zone are more continuous and better preserved than those at the western end (Fig. 3) (Sanders and Slemmons, 1996). The central portion of the active fault is discontinuous and cuts across topography along a broad zone in bedrock of the Pah Rah Range, and this central portion may represent a segment boundary for ruptures occurring on the eastern portion of the fault (Fig. 3).

The Olinghouse fault zone is hypothesized to have been the source of a large historical earthquake (Slemmons, 1977; Sanders and Slemmons, 1979; Toppozada et al., 1981; Sanders and Slemmons, 1996; dePolo et al., 1997). Earthquakes that occurred in western Nevada in 1860 (M 6.3–7.0) and 1869 (M 6.1–6.7) have been linked to the Olinghouse fault on the basis of an eyewitness account of surface cracks that formed sometime in the 1860s (Slemmons, 1977). However, isoseismal maps do not place the 1860 and 1869 earthquakes on the Olinghouse fault, but instead locate the 1860 event near Pyramid Lake and the 1869 event south of Reno (Fig. 2) (Toppozada et al., 1981). Sanders and Slemmons (1996) inferred an age of 4.5 ± 2.0 ka for the most recent earthquake on the Olinghouse fault, on the basis of scarp profile modeling, and suggested that if a historical earthquake did indeed occur on the fault, it may have produced purely lateral offsets. Our observations indicate that a minimum of 30 cm of normal displacement accompanied the most recent event (Fig. 7), and the possibility that a historical event was overlooked because it produced purely lateral slip is unlikely. Our trench data show that the western portion of the fault was the source of a strike-slip earthquake sometime after 2980 ± 190 cal. yr B.P., and although our exposures do not allow determination of a minimum age for the most recent earthquake, qualitative observations suggest that the Olinghouse fault may not have been the source of a historical earthquake. Relatively few locations along the fault trace preserve unambiguous lateral offsets of young deposits (Fig. 3), an observation at odds with the occurrence of a ~150-year-old strike-slip earthquake in this arid region. The combined weight of isoseismal data (Toppozada et al., 1981), significant coseismic vertical and lateral deformation (Fig. 7), and present-day subdued fault zone geomorphology suggests to us that the Olinghouse fault zone may not have been the source of the 1860 or 1869 earthquake.

Several factors combine to make the Olinghouse fault zone a potential source of seismic hazard for the Reno-Sparks metropolitan area (population ~350,000) (Fig. 2). The fault lies within 15 km of Reno and, more importantly, strikes directly toward it (Fig. 2). The orientation and lateral sense of slip on the fault (Fig. 4) may cause large earthquakes to direct energy (Somerville et al., 1997) toward the basin beneath Reno. Our observations bearing on earthquake recency suggest that the fault may not have experienced a historic earthquake, and, if this is the case, the fault may not be at the beginning of the strain accumulation and release cycle. Our paleoseismic and mapping data suggest that the fault has ruptured more often recently at the eastern end than at the western end, suggesting that the Olinghouse fault zone may experience triggered slip at its eastern end because of earthquakes on the conjugate Pyramid Lake fault (Fig. 9).
and, conversely, may rupture in less frequent, but possibly larger, earthquakes along the western portion. In addition to treating the Olinghouse fault zone as an independent source, seismic hazard models might include the possibility that the Pyramid Lake and Olinghouse faults may rupture together or in quick succession, and that triggered slip on the Olinghouse may rupture the entire length of the fault. Historical data suggest that strike-slip earthquakes with rupture lengths of ~25 km are typically of magnitude 6.5–6.9 (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994).
B.P., the penultimate event between 19,800 cal. yr B.P., and the most recent earthquake after 2980 cal. yr B.P. The western end of the Olinghouse fault zone has been the source of two and possibly three surface-rupturing earthquakes since 3360 cal. yr B.P. Our excavations do not place a limit on the recency of the most recent earthquake, but fault geomorphology suggests that the Olinghouse fault zone may not be the source of a historical ground-rupturing earthquake, a conclusion supported by previous isoseismic studies (Toppozada et al., 1981). The higher frequency of recent earthquakes at the eastern end of the fault may reflect interaction with the conjugate Pyramid Lake fault zone. Our observations document Holocene earthquake activity on the Olinghouse fault zone and suggest interaction with the Pyramid Lake fault zone, and thus demonstrate that northeast-trending left-lateral faults such as the Olinghouse fault actively accommodate northwest-directed right-lateral shear of the northern Walker Lane.

Conclusions

We combine fault trace mapping and paleoseismic trench observations to clarify the recent earthquake history of the Olinghouse fault. The fault exhibits a variable earthquake history along strike. At the eastern end, the fault has been the source of two and possibly three surface-rupturing earthquakes since 3360 ± 190 cal. yr B.P., with the penultimate earthquake occurring after 3360 ± 190 cal. yr B.P. and the most recent earthquake after 2980 ± 190 cal. yr B.P. The western end of the Olinghouse fault zone has been the source of three latest Pleistocene and Holocene earthquakes, with the oldest event occurring before 19,800 ± 630 cal. yr B.P., the penultimate event between 19,800 ± 630 and ~15,500 cal. yr B.P., and the most recent earthquake after 1935 ± 70 cal. yr B.P. Our excavations do not place a limit on the recency of the most recent earthquake, but fault geomorphology suggests that the Olinghouse fault zone may not be the source of a historical ground-rupturing earthquake, a conclusion supported by previous isoseimal studies (Toppozada et al., 1981). The higher frequency of recent earthquakes at the eastern end of the fault may reflect interaction with the conjugate Pyramid Lake fault zone. Our observations document Holocene earthquake activity on the Olinghouse fault zone and suggest interaction with the Pyramid Lake fault zone, and thus demonstrate that northeast-trending left-lateral faults such as the Olinghouse fault actively accommodate northwest-directed right-lateral shear of the northern Walker Lane.
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